In the richest neighborhood of Minneapolis, two elderly women lie murdered in their home, killed with a pipe, the rooms tossed, only small items stolen. It is clearly the random work of someone looking for money to buy drugs. But as Davenport looks more closely, he begins to wonder whether the items are actually so small and the victims so random-if there might not be some invisible agenda at work here. Gradually, a pattern begins to emerge, and it leads him to . . . certainly nothing he ever expected. Which is too bad, because the killers—and, yes, there is more than one of them—the killers are expecting him. Brilliantly suspenseful, filled with rich characterization and exciting drama, Invisible Prey is further proof that Sandford is in a class of his own.

My Personal Review:
There are enough reviews of this Lucas Davenport novel to satisfy the most curious. Count me with those who find this to be highly entertaining and cleverly written. Even though we know who the major players are early in the game, there is still plenty of mystery to go around. Lucas Davenport is a thoroughly engaging character and then there are a few sprinkles of that ***ing Flowers to whet the appetite for his next appearance in a Sandford novel.
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